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- <pbc:AssetDate>
  <assetDate>1984</assetDate>
  <dateType>published</dateType>
</pbc:AssetDate>

- <pbc:Identifier>
  <identifier>3CHI-003</identifier>
  <identifierSource>Latin American Video Archives Item Catalog</identifierSource>
</pbc:Identifier>

- <pbc:Identifier>
  <identifier>134</identifier>
  <identifierSource>Latin American Video Archives Title Catalog</identifierSource>
</pbc:Identifier>

- <pbc:Title>
  <titleSource>FIAF Cataloguing Rules for Film Archives</titleSource>
</pbc:Title>

- <pbc:Subject>
  <subject>Disappeared persons--Chile</subject>
  <subjectType>Complex Subject</subjectType>
  <subjectRef>http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh2009123450</subjectRef>
</pbc:Subject>

- <pbc:Subject>
  <subject>Militarism</subject>
  <subjectType>Topic</subjectType>
  <subjectRef>http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85085126</subjectRef>
</pbc:Subject>

- <pbc:Subject>
  <subject>Police brutality</subject>
  <subjectType>Topic</subjectType>
  <subjectRef>http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh95010616</subjectRef>
</pbc:Subject>

- <pbc:Subject>
  <subject>Video recording in social change</subject>
  <subjectType>Topic</subjectType>
  <subjectRef>http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85104376</subjectRef>
</pbc:Subject>

- <pbc:Subject>
  <subject>Theater</subject>
  <subjectType>Topic</subjectType>
  <subjectRef>http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85134522</subjectRef>
</pbc:Subject>

- <pbc:Subject>
  <subject>Human rights</subject>
  <subjectType>Topic</subjectType>
  <subjectRef>http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85026379</subjectRef>
</pbc:Subject>
This documentary presents the daring work of the ICTUS Theater company, which produced plays and videos under the Pinochet regime that analyzed how the government instilled fear and self-censorship in the population. ICTUS's videos were made to be shown in community settings with the objective of helping people anesthetized by the Pinochet regime to recover their "forbidden dreams." Interviews with the principals of the company are interspersed with clips from their plays and video productions. "The government feels that we do no damage," says one of the group's directors. "But with art we have a powerful weapon."
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- <InstantiationLanguage>
   <language>spa</language>
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- <InstantiationAlternativeMode>
   <alternativeMode>Subtitle in English</alternativeMode>
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